TEMPLATES OF SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS (FOR INDIVIDUALS)
Artist Profile
An artist bio or profile is a summarized, narrative version of your resume, but shorter and with more
personality. Profiles are used in your professional package, as part of a catalogue at an exhibition, in
publicity and printed programs, and other promotional materials. Your artist profile should integrate
portions of your resume and artist statement. In general, profiles are more factual about you as an
artist, whereas statements are more about the ideas, concepts and techniques behind your work.
How to put it together
•

Quality over quantity- keep your profile to one or two paragraphs (especially for a young artist)

•

Write about yourself in third person

•

Include place of birth, education, and where you currently reside

•

You may want to include information on your spouse and children (if any)

•

Consider creating a shortened version that can be easily sent to promoters, reporters and
audiences

Example:
Based in East Grinstead, I'm largely a self-taught painter, though I studied BA Illustration at UCA
Maidstone around fifteen years ago. At that time I explored collage and photography rather than
painting, so it's been a joy to rediscover paint in the years since graduation.
I am completely captivated by people, absorbed by portraits and the figure. Whether just for my own
enjoyment or for private commission, I love to use my brush and paints to creatively capture a likeness. I
like to make marks with my paint, rather than try for a photographic smoothness, but regardless, the
end result should be an accurate observation, created with painterly expressive marks. In my life
drawing, I also love to explore mark making - building up my drawing with a complex pattern of marks
and varied line.
From time to time I vary my subject matter with a landscape or some equestrian art, but people remain
my true obsession. I am available for private commission. See www.sherigee.com for more info.

